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Address Hellas Solar Power 
49 I.Polemi Str. 
54248 Thessaloniki

Country Greece

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Hellas Solar power is concerned with introducing Photovoltaics, considered the most advanced and environmental benign power generation
technology today, to Greece. We focus on grid-connected Photovoltaic systems which feed the generated electricity directly into the power grid.

Greece promises to be an economically highly attractive market for grid-connected PV systems, given the unique combination of high solar irradiation
values and an exceptional feed in tariff.

HELLAS SOLAR POWER serves it customers with in three business fields:

Full service, turn key grid-connected PV systems
PV online shop: sales of standard PV components and standard PV systems
Development of customized grid-connected PV power plants in cooperation with partners

Company Profile of Hellas Solar Power
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